Mammography reporting at Tygerberg Hospital, Cape Town, South Africa

To the Editor: In their recent article, Apffelstaedt et al.[1] analysed 16 105 mammograms performed at Tygerberg Hospital (TBH), Cape Town, South Africa (SA), between 2003 and 2012. The summary reported that ‘mammograms were read by experienced breast surgeons’, while the discussion stated: ‘A further noteworthy fact is that this TBH series was based exclusively on mammography interpretation by surgeons with a special interest in breast health.’ The suggestion that mammograms were exclusively interpreted by breast surgeons does not reflect the mammography workflow at our institution.

Throughout the review period, same-day reporting of all TBH mammograms was done by senior radiology registrars working under the supervision of consultant radiologists; the latter were solely responsible for sign-off of the final mammography report. All mammograms were reviewed at a weekly multidisciplinary meeting between radiologists and our colleagues in the breast clinic. If there was consensus that a radiology report required modification, this was done by way of an addendum, written by the duty radiology registrar and attached to the original report, without changing the report itself. Addenda were required in a small minority of cases, as reflected in the TBH mammography records. Our breast clinic colleagues loaded all radiology reports onto their MS Access database during the weekly multidisciplinary meetings.

Since June 2009, when TBH converted to a digital imaging platform, all mammography reporting has been on 5-megapixel diagnostic monitors, in keeping with international quality assurance requirements. TBH’s two 5 megapixel monitors are in the mammography unit in the Division of Radiodiagnosis. The only time breast surgeons have access to these monitors is during their weekly review of cases at the multidisciplinary meetings with radiologists.
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Apffelstaedt et al. respond: The letter by Pitcher et al.[1] commenting on our article requires clarification that at the same time is inclusive on the delivery of medical care and education in a developing country such as SA. ‘Developing country’ supposes an upward trajectory of improving services. However, changes in political circumstances often have a profound and disruptive effect on service delivery.[2] As a long-serving member of the TBH staff, JA wishes to acquaint the above esteemed colleagues with events that predate their arrival or specialisation at TBH. Political changes in SA in the mid-1990s resulted in an exodus of specialists from the public sector, leaving the Department of Radiology at TBH with only two consultant positions filled over several years; especially in mammography, there was no effective supervision by a consultant radiologist for a long period. In southern Africa the lack of educational resources, particularly in mammography, is well documented,[3] and under these conditions guidance of junior staff and reporting in mammography suffered even further. At the same time, mammographers delivered excellent breast imaging, and the first mammography certificate course was started at TBH in 1999. As Head of the Breast Clinic, JA was engaged in a number of multicentre international trials reliant on accurate reporting for clinical management, and had been at several international breast imaging courses. With the support of the then Head of Radiology, he instituted a reporting meeting to ensure continuing education of clinical assistants in radiology and surgery in mammography interpretation, and these meetings have been held regularly since 2001. Since 2002 each mammogram has been entered into a database after reporting by the surgical team, and reports are printed out of the database and filed in the patient folders. Clinical management is based on these reports, and the results were presented in the article[1] referred to by Pitcher et al. The enthusiasm of radiology and surgery clinical assistants was patchy at first, but soon the educational value of the meetings was recognised and attendance was made compulsory. To this day the meetings are a vital educational resource, and many radiologist colleagues, including some of the authors of the letter above, have benefited from the expertise in interpretation of mammograms and the insights into clinical management issues that we surgeons have imparted. After a particularly rough patch from 1998 to 2005 things have improved significantly, not least as a result of the efforts of Prof. Pitcher as head of the department and regular reporting by his staff.

Cognisant that the reporting of mammograms (or any other imaging) by surgeons may be criticised, the surgical team regularly analysed the outcomes of their reporting at TBH and at another site. These analyses are routinely subjected to peer review, which confirms that the quality of reading and reporting conforms to international best radiological practice and has resulted in several publications.[4-7] Despite an invitation to do so,[8] similar independent confirmation of high standards of mammography interpretation by our SA radiologist colleagues is lacking.

Uncritically and rigidly taking over service delivery models of well-resourced environments is counterproductive in a developing country. Services in resource-restricted environments must often be delivered by the willing and capable instead of those with the qualifications deemed necessary in wealthier settings. In a neighbouring country, for example, there is no qualified medical oncologist to treat cancer patients, and medical oncology is provided by a single general practitioner with a special interest. By all accounts, she is delivering care matching that of specialist oncologists. Insisting that only qualified oncologists can administer chemotherapy would deprive the citizens of a vital service. Similarly, in peripheral hospitals in SA after-hours reporting by radiologists is often not available, and clinicians treat according to their interpretation of the images. Evidence that this disadvantage patients is lacking. In our own practice, KB and JA, as surgeons with a special interest in breast health, have demonstrated that insistence that a radiologist interprets images would not add anything except expense, and must therefore be viewed critically in a resource-restricted country. While we value the input provided by our radiologist colleagues on imaging not directly related to our area of interest, and gladly share our expertise with colleagues from other specialties, it is time to accept that specialists with a particular field of interest such as vascular surgery, neurosurgery, or in our case breast health can report imaging to high standards and provide a vital educational resource of benefit to both medical practitioners in training and patients.
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